The usability aspects of medication-related decision support systems in the inpatient setting: A systematic review.
Effort has been made to study the effect of medication-related clinical decision support systems in the inpatient setting; however, there is not much known about the usability of these systems. The goal of this study is to systematically review studies that focused on the usability aspects such as effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction of these systems. We systematically searched relevant articles in Scopus, Embase, and PubMed from 1 January 2000 to 1 January 2016, and found 22 articles. Based on Van Welie's usability model, we categorized usability aspects in terms of usage indicators and means. Our results showed that evidence was mainly found for effectiveness and efficiency. They showed positive results in the usage indicators errors and safety and performance speed. The means warnings and adaptability also had mostly positive results. To date, the effects satisfaction of clinical decision support system remains understudied. Aspects such as memorability, learnability, and consistency require more attention.